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Abstract
Genetic algorithm have long been employed in seismic tomographi inversion to
obtain subsurface models from seismic traces, despite their relative lack of accuracy.
Whil most such algorithms are basic in their design, I propose a multi- tage genetic
algorithm for fiat layer cellular seismic models which exploit the velocity imilarities
within individual layer . The algorit hm starts coarse, with only one velocity value per
layer , and gradually increases it granularity to 16 values, accordingly changing the
algorithm parameters to reflect the different stages. By red ucing the number of model
parameters in early t ages, the dimension of the search space is also m ade smaller
leading to faster convergence. Although only approximations, th r suits of these
early stages can then be used as improved initial gue s s for th later phases of the
algorithm. For a similar computational effort, this implementation yi Ids more accurate models t han t he cla sic g netic approaches, thus rendering this type of inv r ion
mor practical.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Tomographic inversion is a highly non-linear error minimization problem and as such
can benefit a lot from an evolutionary computation approach. In this report I look at
t he actual chall nges of tomographic inversion as well as th work that has already
been done on it, and describe a type of genetic algorithm that could be used to
obtain relatively accurate models from field data. Given t he interdisciplinary nature
of the subject, the first two chapt rs introduce tomographic inv rsion and give a
brief overview of the t heory behind genetic algorithms. Chapter 4 presents a classi
genetic algorithm that has been arrived at through te ting of various parameters on
a smaller scale problem. A discussion of the experimental results of the algorithm
follows, leading to the observation of a shortcoming and proposing a way to address
it. Chapter 5 is dedicated to t he multi-stage algorithm with a focu on its approach of
varying the number of parameters used to represent a model. The performance of the
multi-stage GA is then investigated and it improvement over the classic algorithm
accuracy is analysed through a direct comparison of the best mod 1 produced by each
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method. Finally, Chapter 6 presents some final thoughts along with a few ideas for
future improvement of the work presented here.

2

Chapter 2
Travel Time Inversion in Seismic
Tomography

2.1

Introduction

The word tomography finds its origins in the two Greek words t omos, meaning section,
and graphy, which translates as drawing. Many diff rent type of tomography are
used in many cience such a medicin , biology, materials science and geophy ics.
Tomography uses surfac measurements of th parameters per taining to an obje t to
infer various facts regarding the particular object 's internal structure.
When processing seismic data, t he Earth 's internal parameters of v locity and
density play a critical role [1]. Seismic imaging methods all require an accurate
parameter estimation proces [4] . For imaging algorit hms based on depth rat h r than
t ime for the output, it is essential t hat the interval velocit ies be determin d in a
ellular type of model rather t han the traditional simple layered mod l. This allows
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the velocity model to account for both lateral and vertical variations. The approach
used in tomography, is a natural candidate for the cellular approach to seismic model
building [1, 13].
In the following sections I review the notion of seismic tomography, how and
why travel times are computed, t he forward and inverse modeling problems, how a
cellular model is developed , how ray tracing works, the linear algebra of the travel
time equation and some of the challenges that arise from it.

2.2

Seismic Tomography

In the way that radiation and magnetic field are used in medical tomography to
produce an image of the interior of the body, th

arne principles can be applied to

image the interior of the Eart h. Because imaging t he subsurface is the ultimate goal
of seismic surveying, it makes sense for tomography to be di ·cussed in this context.
However, due to the different scopes of investigations regarding said structure,
most applications of seismic tomography find themselves divided between two types:

Global In global tomography scientists apply tomographic methods to urface data
obtained naturally from earthquakes (about 2 million of them) to und rstand
the deep structure of the entire Earth .
N ear-surface This type of seismic tomography is concerned with the hallower sub-

surface, not going further than a few tens of kilometers. It major application
is in exploration geophysics where the subsurface is investigated in a search for
specific sub tances such as oil or natural gas. As a major differen
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from global

tomography, this method does not rely on naturally-occuring earthquakes, but
rather artificial eismic-wave sources, such as explosive detonations or air-guns.
Artificial sources are better suited for this purpose because they can be placed
at specific locations and detonated at a time of choice, unlike earthquak .
This proj ct concerns the latter type of tomography. Throughout the next sect ions I will explain the basic principl s of tomography along with their associated
computational issues.

2.3

Travel Time Tomography and Inversion

Travel time tomography refers to seismic tomography that puts the mphasis on
t he k y aspect used to investigate the subsurface -

travel tim e. The term refers

to the time it takes a seismic wave to travel into the subsurface, reach a reflecting
boundary and return to the surfac . As m ntioned previously, the seismic waves
we are dealing with here are caused during systematic exp riments involving the
detonation of certain explosiv s or other energy source .
To retrieve the travel time, receivers are placed on the surfac away from the source
of the explosion/vibration at predefined distanc s, typically in a straight line. These
receivers will record any sounds that reach them along with the t ime of the occurrence
and by using a method called time picking one can obtain approximate travel times
for the waves from these records. Also known as seismic reflection times, these travel
t imes can be used to estimate the velocities at which the energy waves traverse the
subsurface. Knowing that seismic waves are elastic waves which is known for a certain medium -

the travel velocity of

we can use this information to determine
5

t he substances present in t he subsurface and t hus gain a better understanding of its
structure. It hould be at this point noted t hat for such a m t hod to be successful,
an elementary idea of the location of t he reflecting boundaries is neces ary.
The general procedure used in trav 1 time tomography to determine velocities can
b e summarized in t he three steps outlined below [3].
• In a primary step the fi ld experim nt is p erformed and the times for rays that
r ach each receiver are picked , t hus obtaining the seismic travel times. As a
r mark, it should b e mentioned t hat between the source and any receiv r th re
is usually more t han one r ay. The actual number is usually equal to th number
of reflecting boundaries.
• After retrieving t he travel times one needs to gain an w1derstanding of t he
distance travelled to be able make any assumptions on velocities. T his is
where ray t racing com s t o our aid. Ray tracing is a method that applies t h
theories of how seismic waves t ravel within various mediums, the result of whi h
is a schematic that will allow us to approximate the distan es trav ll d between
reflecting boundaries.
• In t he oncluding tep , the data produced by the previou two st ps is taken
and so-called travel time equations are construct d , which can then be solved
for velocity. This procedure is also call d travel time inversion, becaus we
start wi th exp eriment data and we infer a geophysical model that could have
produc d it .
In t he sections to come I provide a more detailed explanation of the procedure de-
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scrib d above, with a focus on the last tep and how it can benefit from an evolutionary computation approach.

2.4

The Cellular Model

In the initial stages of seismic tomography, it was generally assum d that the subsurface is divided into different layers [1] -

each with a constant velocity and density

throughout the layer - and that these layers were separated by flat interfaces. While
this scenario makes for very easy computations it is not in fact at all accurate. Lat r
experiments have confirmed that velocity varies a lot within the ubsurface and while
there are severe differences present in orne ar as causing an apparent layer stru ture,
the interfaces present between layers are not flat and one layer cannot be approximated by having constant parameters throughout . This means that the velocity with
which a seismic wave would travel within a layer does not stay the same throughout.
In this cont xt there is a need to both divide th subsurface into onstant parameter units that provide for a higher resolution and to find a mathematical way to
better approximate the non-flat shape of the interface which become our r flection
boundaries. It i clear that if an interface is not flat, its shape - regardless of how oscillating it may be - can be approximated to a curve or a set of curves that connect.
Math matics provides us with methods that can be us d to take a set of connected
curves and infer a function that will produce it. However given the fact that we are
dealing with real world structures her , their high degree of randomness r nders this
approach useless due to the complexity of the resulting functions which would make
any computational effort unfeasible. Consequently, another approach is to divide the
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ubsurface into square cells for the 2-D problem [1]. The higher the number of cells,
the higher the resolution and the b tter the accuracy. Interfaces can b repre ented
by a jump in velocity between adjacent cells.
For the scope of this project, a compromi e subsurface model was tackled. The
mod 1used here does indeed present a cellular d composition, but there are horizontal
fiat layers between the cells. Figure 2.1 depicts the model used when developing the
algorithm presented in later ections. A a remark it should be pointed out that
alt hough the fiat-layer a sumption might s em like an over-simplifying one, fiat layers
do a great job approximating real geology in some situations, such as is the case in
central Kansas [14] or the shallow Cretaceous in Alberta [10]. Also, it will b come
clear when discussing genetic algorithms that there are only a few restrictions placed
on the type of tomographic model that can be u ed with the proposed algorithm, fiat
interfaces not being among them.
Throughout this section, I described the subsurface layer and interfaces in a twodimensional manner. In reality of course the interfaces are planes and the cells are
cubes given the three dimensions of our space.
by definition concerned with cross-section

onetheless, since tomography is

it is safe to discuss the problem in two

dimensions instead of three.

2.5

Ray Tracing

The next aspect that need to be addressed in order to und r tand the s i mic tomography problem is ray tracing. Looking ba k at the travel bme procedure xplained in
Section 2.3, w notice that even though the experiment will provide the travel times,
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Figure 2.1: The t wo-dimensional flat-layer cellular mod 1
we need an estimate of the distances travelled b fore we can calculate velocitie . Ray
tracing handles this part of t he process and by superimposing our cell tructurc on
the ray traced we can measur the distance each ray travels inside each cell.
Using the general approximation that energy travels from source to receiver along
a ray path, ray tracing provides a set of rules that govern the path a seismic wave takes
to reach a source. Thi includ

method of calculating t he angle of reflection and

also how the angle changes for the part of the ray that travels through the interface
[12] .
For this method to work properly we need to know where t he reflection boundaries
are located. Otherwise we have no way to say for sure how long the rays have t ravelled.
This is to say we cannot use the method described here to deduce the tructure of
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Figure 2.2: General example of ray tracing in a flat-layered model
the earth without any a priori knowledge, but rather to confirm and increa e th
accuracy of previous less exact findings. This is a constraint placed on the technique
described in this report, but in the case of the flat layer model discussed here, all we
need to know is the depth of the various layer which can be calculated by drilling
a well anywhere along the surface and measuring them [14]. The normal moveout
stack (nmo) and/or tim migrations can also provide useful starting models. Becau e
of th flat interface , t he depth information will be the same regardless of t he choice
of drilling location. Howev r, drilling on well tells us nothing about the velocity
tructure of the cells, and too many wells would be too co tly.
In Figure 2.2 a typical source/receiver pair is pictured to illustrate the ray path
bending and its return to the surface using Snell's law. Snell's law describes the
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Figure 2.3: Illu tration of Snell' Law
relationship between the refract ion and refiec ion angle , and the two velocitie of the
media on both sides of the interface. A simple example i illu t rated in Figur 2.3 1
and th relation hip between the various parameters i given by Equation 2.1 [16] :

(2.1 )
Figure 2.2 present a simpl fiat layer model wit h four la er

2

two of which were

chosen a reflectors because t hose repr sent t he main reflections in th real data that
provided th trav l tim picks. Th r al earth causes refi ctions at all impedence
changes in th

art h [14]. Some of t he reflections have ignificant energy, more t han

others, and are dominating in t he seismogram. By using a few layers as reflector for
t he br ad th
1

T he is a simple representation. Usually, th re is a different iation between p-wav a nd -wav s
when discussing Snell 's Law [16], but that is beyond t he scop e of t lus proj ct.
2
T h layers in the figure have constant velocity throughout, and the velocities increase the deeper
t he ray travels. This explains why the bend ing angles get larger in accordance with Snell's law.
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and depth of the model [3].

2.6

Travel Time Equations

In order to reach the final goal of the inversion probl m, to calculate the velocities
of the rays within the cells based on the ray t races and the travel tim s, we n ed to
describe the r lationships present between the different values in a mathematical way.
After the ray tracing, for every ray we will b able to write the following equation.
Based on basic

ewtonian mechanics we have
ti

=

d·l

_t_
,

V1

d·2
d ·,3 + ... + dt ,m
+ _t_
, + _t_
V2

V3

(2.2)

Vm

where:
ti is the time it took ray i to travel from source to receiver

di,j

Vj

is the distance travelled by ray i in cell j
is the velocity corresponding to cell j (and constant throughout the cell)

To simplify th notation, we introduce a new unit S defining the slowness of a c ll.

S is defined to be the inverse of the v locity v in each cell, so we have

By replacing velocity with slowness equation 2.2 now becomes
(2.3)
Throughout the cour

of an experiment we d al with a very high number of rays,

thus we have a multitude of equations of th form of quation 2.3. To pres nt the
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information in a clearer fashion we can rewrite all t ravel time equations in the form
of a matrix-vector product which will give us

(2.4)
where:

n is t h number of rays
m is t he number of velocity /slowness cells

T is the vector of picked t ravel times
D is t he distance matrix
S is the slowness vector for t h cells.

Looking at equation 2.4 it might seem t hat knowing T -

and D -

from t he model -

from t he experiment

is enough to solve for S . T his is not the case as T

is known to be accurat e while D is an estimate obtained from ray t racing which was
done based mainly on overly simplistic assumptions. Given an accurate set of travel
t imes for t he rays and estimated distance t ravelled within each cell b een calculated based on assumed slowness values -

which has

the goal becomes to calculate

an accurate slowness vector.
This can be done by applying an a lgorithm t hat starts by formulating educated
guesses about t he slowness values and using those together wit h the ray t racing
method to arrive at model travel time values [3]. These can b compared to t he real
travel times from that have been picked from the actual experiment data resulting in
an error vector
~T

=

Treal -
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T model

(2.5)

where Treal stands for the picked travel tim s and Tmodel for the values obtain d
through ray tracing. The classical approach at this point would u e the time travel
error to calculat t h error in the lowness values, designated by 1::::.

and given by

Equation 2.6.

(2.6)

1::::.5 = 5real - 5model·

1::::.5 can be comput d by solving the ov r-determined sy tem 3 given by quation 2.7
for 1::::.5 [3].

!::::.T = D

X

(2.7)

1::::.5

Instead of th typical least squares approach usually employed in uch situation ,
I suggest u ing a tochastic method -

namely genetic algorithm -

to continually

iterate through slowne s values until t he error is minimized to an acceptable 1 vel.
Even though this approach might not giv a fully accurate
paramet rs, using its results as an initial gue

t of value for the cell

for the linear alg bra approach could

dramatically nhance performance. This is because the l a t squares approach p rforms a very fficient local earch, but it risk getting tuck in a local minimum,
whereas gen tic algorithms -

though not entirely accmate -

do a better job at

finding the global minimum.

3 T his

104 )

typ of syst m is usually over-determined because in practice t h number of rays (ord r of
far outnumb r the number of cells (order of 10 2 ).
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Chapter 3
Genetic Algorithms

3.1

Brief Overview

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a general term used to describe a series of stochastic
search methods first developed in the 1960s and 1970s by J.H. Holland [9]. As part
of the larger field of Evolutionary Computation, GAs take their inspiration from the
process of biological evolution and are based on the principles guiding natural selection
and genetics [5] . Unlike most theory in Evolutionary Computation, GAs first came
about not as a method for algorithm design and optimization, but rather as a means
to simulate and study natural adaptation [6]. The appeal of natural adaptation when
investigating search algorithms stems from the similarity in purpose of the two. Many
computational problems boil down to finding a solution in a very large search space

Gn, but that is precisely t he goal of adaptation in nature - searching through a large
set of genetic combinations that would make an individual most likely to survive and
thrive in its environment.
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In their implest form, genetic algorithms start with a population made up of a
fixed number of candidate solutions. These individual candidates are represented as
sets of parameters that make up the genetic material or the chromosome. Chromosome representation is chosen based on the dim nsions of the search space Gn· Using
an objective fi tness evaluation function, all individuals in the population ar tested
to see how well they perform in the context of the problem to which an optimal solution is being sought. Ideally a fitness evaluation function should be chosen in such
a way as to give a measure of how well t he solution behaves, so that the members
of a population can be ranked. The fittest candidate solutions parameters have performed best -

the ones who e

ar select d and t he biological process of gen tic

recombination (or crossover) is appli d to them resulting in offspring incorporating
genetic material from more than one previously fi t individual. The fitter an individual
is, t he higher its proba bility to be chosen as a parent for genetic recombination. The
offspring are then mutated by applying random changes to their param t rs and the
results are stor d in a new population. This consists of an iteration, also referr d to
as a generation, and t he algorithm runs in cyclic fashion until either an arbitrarily
fixed number of generations has elapsed or a solution has been found to be acceptably
accurate, thus completing a run.
Probability and random numbers play a very important role in the way a genetic
algorithm runs. The initial population is seeded with the help of random numb rs,
parent selection is done with a certain probability based on fitness, crossover and
mutation apply with individual probabilities, and t his is not meant as an exhaustive
list. Consequently, two separat runs will yield slightly differ nt result for a be t
overall individual and performing several run that can be averaged is ideal [9].
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J.H. Holland provides a more detailed description of the theory b hind genetic
algorithms in [6].

3. 2

Relevance

Performing tomographic inversion as discussed in the previous chapter can easily be
construed as a search problem. Representing a seismic mod l as a set of paramet rs
mean tha t th entir set of possible values for each parameter forms a search space.
It seems natural then that GAs are a likely candidate for solving seismic inv r ion
problems.
Genetic algorithms have three very useful properbes [15] . GAs
• are tolerant of noise -

because only the genetic material of the fi ttest indi-

viduals make it through to the next generation, particularly bad model

111

a

population will have no impact on t he search.
• work well in problem spaces wher there are larg numbers of local optima -

a

quick look at the travel time equation will reveal that t hey do not have unique
solutions, resulting in many local optima that a typical algorithm could ea ily
become stuck i.
• work well for problems where gradient information cannot be calculated or is
difficult to obtain -

this is indeed the case with tomographic inversion.

Stochastic methods are not a new development in seismic inversion. Simulated
Annealing (SA) has been found to be very successful at producing useful models
and has been used extensively in commercial applications [8] . The main differ nee
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between Simulated Annealing and GAs lies in the way they deal with the models
they produce. While the SA algorithm tests individual olutions one at a time and
proc eds based on the results of the evaluation [8], GAs proceed in parallel with a set
of mod ls that are evaluated with the best being pur ued further. One could argue
that this would provide for more diversity and less risk of losing a promising solution,
thus warranting the use of genetic algorithms in the context of seismic inversion.

3.3

Genetic Algorithms in Seismic Inversion

!lost literature on genetic algorithms applied to seismic inversion has been written
by eit her geophysicists making their first forays into GAs or by computer scientists
with little domain knowledge, but who are given the necessary tool to be able to run
a genetic algorithm on seismic problems. Because of this, most of the research done
limits itself to rather imple and general types of genetic algorithms.
Most applications of genetic algorithms to inversion problems use a

llular model

very similar to the one discussed in the previous chapter. Louis et al. [8] pr sent
some very encouraging results of genetic algorithms used to invert tomographic data
with the use of ray tracing. The work is done with a ray tracing routine that the
author are given and their domain knowledge is limited.

onetheless, their results

prove that a typical genetic algorithm can easily outperform simulated annealing.
They also suggest interesting new cro sover and mutation op rators. The cro sover
operators used in their tests interchange columns or rows of cells between the two
parents. Whil a row-oriented crossover operator would put the geological properties
of flat layer models to good use, testing the column approach on my own data did
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not produce statistically better models than the uniform crossover operator whi h I
discuss in detail in the next chapter. The mutation operator in use by the authors
works by sel cting a r ctangular block in the model and assigning all cells that fall
within it a random v locity value. This changes the velocity values completely and
in my own work I have opted to use less extreme mutation operators.
An even more compelling case for the use of genetic algorithms can be found in
the work of Boschetti et al. [2] . Although approaching the problem with the same
type of flat layer cellular model, velocity values are not assigned to cells, but rather
to grid points around th cell . The velocity at a certain point is then computed
through linear interpolation between immediately adjac nt grid points. What is really
interesting in this approach is the pseudo-sub pace method d scribed by the authors.
At first the algorithm is run on a model with very few velocity grid points. Once
a sufficiently accurate solution is found, the number of grid points is doubled, with
each new point taking on th a velocity value qual to the arithmetic average of its
neighbouring points. The algorithm is then run again and once a new a curate model
is reached, parameters are doubled again [2] . This is very similar to my own work,
with the main difference lying in my choice of expanding the model across layers as
opposed to both horizontally and in depth.
Finally the work of Sadeghi et al. [11] describe a different typ of genetic algorithm
with r markable properties. Although their research centres around the ray tracing
part of seismic inversion -

by u ing a GA to find th actual path a seismic wav

travels between a source and receiver -

they employ a particular typ of genetic

algorithm called a micro-GA. The micro-GA has a population size of five 1 and u es
1

Typical GAs can have a population size anywhere between 50 and 1000 [9].
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no mutation. In order to allow for random walks in the search space, the algorithm
resets itself one a generation count has be n reached by k eping the best individual
found and replacing the other four with random eeds. A very inter sting property of
algorithms of thi type is that they conv rge towards a correct solution relatively fast
making them computationally efficient. However their applicability are r stricted to
problems with small a numbers of parameters due to the small population size.
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Chapter 4
The Classic Algorithm

4.1

Model Representation

The synthetic1 tomographic model structure in Figure 2.1 pre ented in Section 2.4,
which will form the basis for the experiments in this project, is eight layers deep
with each layer further divided into 16 constant velocity cells. Although the cells are
equally spaced in the horizontal direction, their height is equal to the thickness of
the layer they find t hemselves in. The details regarding the depth and the range of
velocity values expected for any given layer are outlined in Table 4.1 2 . Th model
has a dept h of 2000 meters and a width of 1000 meters. On th surface, 50 sources
and 50 receivers are placed at 20 m t r intervals. Th posit ion of the source and
the receivers coincide.
Please note that the velocities of the bott om two layers are slightly high r than
1

This model does not correspond to real g ology, but rather to a model specifically designed for
this experiment. T he velocity values and the layer thickness values were chosen at random but with
care to allow for variation along a layer and a reasona bl depth distribut ion.
2
(r) d notes that the interface at the bottom of the designated layer has been chosen as a reflector.
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Table 4.1 : Tomographic model details
Layer

Thickness (m)

Velocity Range (m/s)

1

500

1800-2500

2

500

2500-3500

3

300

2500-3500

4

500

3500-4500

5 (r)

800

4500-5500

6

600

5500-6500

7

400

6500-8000

8 (r)

300

8000-9000

typical geophysical models; they were chosen this way to emphasize and howcase
an interesting effect of using the type of ray t racing outlined here as an evaluation
function for a genetic algorithm. Thi will be addressed in detail in later sections.
A colour mapping of t he velocity values for individual cells in the synthetic mod l
which will serve as the reference for the exp eriments is presented in Figure 4.1. This
is not a true cale representation of the individual cell sizes but it should s rve to
give t he reader an idea of t he variation of velociti s along individual layers.
While the r ference model is restricted to fiat layers, if a cell has a significantly
higher velocity than its neighbours along the same layer, this could be seen as a
sign t hat seismic waves travel faster through that region and perhaps the fiat layer
assumption could be wrong, giving the fiat layer scheme a degree of u efulness even
when the underlying geology does not present fiat boundaries.
The structure of the model translates to 16 x 8
22

= 128 variables the algorithm
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Figure 4.1: Colour mapping of the reference model
will be inverting for, given that depth information is considered known. Although
typical general purpose genetic algorithms us a eries of bits as the representation
of a chromosome -

with singl or groups of bits used to encode individual traits -

research has shown that real-coded GAs perform far better [2] . Consequently, the
chromosome r presenting the tomographic model was chosen be a real-valued vector
of length 128. Although it might eem like a matrix would be a more appropriate way
to represent the structure of the model, the PGAPack GA librari s (which becam the
foundation on top of which my experiments were run) only support vectors natively
[7] . This is not an inconvenience, as mapping vectors to matrices of giv n dimensions
is an el mentary operation.
In an earlier section of this r port I made reference to the subsurface being threedimensional, v n though this work focuses mainly on a two-dim nsional approach.
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The main challenge wh n extrapolating the ideas presented here to a 3D environment
comes in form of an increased search space Gm. If Gn is of the order n 2 , the addition
of a new dimension makes Gm a space of the order n 3 . Additionally, even though th
basic principles will work the same ources and receivers would need to b spaced out
over more than just one line when performing ray tracing in order to ensure proper
coverage of all cubic c lls. The number of sources and receivers i al o required to
increase by the order of n, leading to a higher computational effort when evaluating
individual models.

4.2

Assigning Fitness

After establishing the chromosome representation for the model, the next tep in
describing a genetic algorithm is to define a fitnes evaluation function. For this
purpose, I wrote a ray tracing application that will calculate the travel times for
seismic waves along the path from a source to a reflecting boundary and back to
a receiver on the surface. In homogeneous m dia, where the v locity is constant,
seismic waves propagate in a straight line. Upon encountering a change in velocity,
part of the wave's energy will be reflected back to the surface while the other part
will continue through, albeit at a changed angle of incid nc . Snell's Law gov rns the
relationship between the two velocities and the angles of reflection and refraction [16].
For the refraction cas , if the velocity is higher in the new medium, th refraction
angle will also be higher than the incidence angle.
The theory is very ea y to implement for fiat layers with constant velocities, but in
the models discus ed here, the layers are further divided into cells of constant velocity,
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v3

Figure 4.2: A ray crossing everal cells within a layer
leading to the possibility of a ray passing through several cell within the arne layer.
Because the velocity differences within a layer are assumed to not be very significant,
the ray tracer makes simple approximations to speed up the calculation of a travel
time: the refraction angle will be calculated based on the velocity of th cell at which
the ray enters the new layer, but the velocity used to calculate the travel tim is
the one at the midpoint of the ray egment nclosed within the layer's boundaries.
F igure 4.2 describes a sit uation where a ray crosses three cells. The green ray travels
at an angle based on the velocity vl but the midpoint of the segment (the red dot
in t he figur ) lies in the cell with velocity v2, which is what will b u ed to cal ulat
the travel time.
Aft r the ray tracing procedur is performed on a model, there will be a travel time
associated with every source-reflector-receiver triplet. There are 50 sources/r ceivers
and two reflectors, resulting in a total of 50 x 50 x 2 = 5000 travel times. Initially,
ray tracing is perform d on both the reference model and the model under investigation resulting in two arrays of travel times of the same dimensions. Corresponding
travel time values in the two models are then subtracted from each other, and th
absolute values of the individual differences are added together to re ult in a positiv
error measure across the entire model. The smaller the error when compared to the
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refer nee, the fitter a particular model will be. This will lead to a minimization GA,
with th goal being to minimize the error.
A a remark, there is a pos ibility that no path can be found for a given triplet.
This can happen when, due to the angle of refraction rays 1 aving a ource hav no
way to reach a certain receiver. To account for this, when vera path cannot be found
for a triplet, that triplet is assigned the travel time 0. This m ans that if there is a
discrepancy between the referenc and the candidate models in the number of actual
travel times that could be comput d large differences in travel time will aris adding
a large p nalty to the fitnes value.

4.3

G enetic Operat ors and Paramet ers

A typi al geneti algorithm involv

three genetic operator , corr sponding to th ir

biological equival nt : election, crossover and mutation. In addition to these, oth r
parameter describ the behaviour of the GA. Many type of operators and parameter settings are discussed in the literature and, to find the ones yi lding the best
result , I tart d by performing experiments on a similar tomographic model as the
one pre nted here but at a fourth of the cale so that the GA produce re ult
much quicker. Table 4.2 summarize the operators and parameter valu s that were
found to produce the most accurate models by comparing the results of these smaller
experiments. Th y b came a basis for th larger experiments. Following is a more
detailed description of some of th table entries.

Elit ism This determines the per ntage of the population that will b carried aero
g nerations. In this case, the fitte t lOo/c of the model · will be copied, as th y
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Table 4.2: Parameters for Classic GA
100

Population size

500

umber of generations
Eliti m

10

Crossover type

Uniform

Crossover probability

0.6

Uniform crossover probability

0.5

Fitn

Linear ranking

ype

S l ction

Random binary tournam nt

Mutation type

Gaussian

Mutation probability

0.3125 (inverse of length of individual)

Intialization

Range
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are, from one generation to the next. Elitism is useful in making sure crossover
and mutation do not have a destructive effect.

Crossover type Uniform crossover proved to be the most a curate and it works by
switching corresponding velocity values between the two parents.

Crossover probability The probability with which two parents will undergo cro over
upon being selected.

Uniform crossover probability This value represents the probability that an individual cell in one parent will be exchanged for the corresponding one in the
other parent. In ssence, a value of 0.5 means that on average half of the values
are exchanged between parents.

Fitness type Linear ranking simply means that once fitness is assigned, the individuals in the population are simply ordered from fittest to least fit .

Selection Random binary tournament selection works by picking two individuals at
random and selecting the one that is fittest. The process is repeated to obtain a
second parent. This type of selection ensures a relatively low selection pressure,
thus preserving diversity.

Mutation type Gaussian mutation is typical for real-coded chromosomes. In this
case, it works by adding a random number obtained from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.2.

Mutation probability This is the probability that a cell will und rgo mutation.
It is r latively high compared to typical GAs meaning that a lot of diversity
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is introduced into the system. To make sure this does not have a destructive
effect on good g netic material the tandard deviation of the Gaussian mutation
numb r generator is comparativ ly low.
Initialization S tting this parameter to range means that individual are first seed d

from the rang of possible velocit i s for any given layer. The

ranges were et

out in Table 4.1.

4.4

Experimental Results and Analysis

Performing the experiment described above over five run re ulted in an average best
error of 57.37 seconds. Although th absolute error is u ed by the algorithm to assign
fitness, it would b a good idea to put it in perspective by comparing it to the total
sum of travel times in the ref renee model, which is 7622.6 seconds. The r lative
error is defined by the ab olute error as a perc ntage of th total travel times, giving
an average best for thi experiment of 0. 752%.
Figur 4.3 presents a colour mapping of the errors in velocity for t h best mod l
found by the GA. Th values resulted from taking the absolute values of the difference
in velocities of corT sponding cells between the referenc and GA mod ls. As can b
seen the algorithm do s a particularly good job with the top layer

but not so much

with the bottom ones. In particular some cells have high enough velocities that th y
fall out ide the allowed range. This can occur b cause although t he algorithm seeds
the velocities to b within acceptable ranges, it does not check at any later point
whether th y still conform. It i assumed that if these values become to high or
too low, the re ulting contribution to the fitne s function will be high enough a to
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Figure 4.3: Colour mapping of velocity errors for classic GA
penalize there p ctive individual . One reason why bottom lay r are not as accurate
as th top ones could be because th c lls in these layers are les travelled by ray ,
thus re ulting in a smaller contribution to he error. Thi is true b cause half of
the trav l tim s are the results of reflections from the first reflector, with ray only
travelling a far as the fifth layer. Unlike the other half, th se ray will never r ach
the lower layers. In particular this effect is further emphasized in the bottom corn r
of the model, with even less ray paths cro sing those c lls.
Figur 4.4 illu trat s a plot of th average be t errors aero

the five runs focused

around generations 211-224. Analy ing thi plot reveals an interesting stair-lik pattern of th curv

particularly around g n rations 214-215 and 219-221 wher th

plot becomes flat before sudd nly dropping only to flatten out again. This behaviour
tarts around generation 180 and propagates throughout th re t of the GA. Su h
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Figure 4.4: Focus d plot of average best rror
an occurrence would seem to uggest that ther are c rtain g neration transition
where th best rror is not reduc d and th GA gets stuck in local minima. D spit
finding bett r model in later generations this cycle repeat itself. This is most lik ly
caused by th underlying error calculation, which can lead to ituations where different model map to the same error value, a problem inherent in the summation u ed
to calculat the travel time error. Th generations wher neutral walk in the s arch
space ar performed are a waste of computational effort. To eliminate this shortcoming it might prove wise for t he algorithm to identify areas in th

earch space that

hold the mo t promise and investigate tho e in an attempt to avoid becoming tuck
in local minima.
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Chapter 5
The Multi-Stage Algorithm

5.1

Exploration vs Exploitation

Two key con epts involved in choo ing th ideal parameter for a gen tic algorithm
are exploration and exploitation. The former refers to the degr

to which the GA

covers th entire earch pace and it is an indicator of diver ity. Lik the term' nam
suggests, thi boils down to making sure th entire breadth of the elution pac Gn
is explored. Th latter concept relat s to a genetic algorithm's ability to exploit th
solution that have already been found to be quite fit, both by recombining uch
solution to form n w -

perhaps better -

ones and by p rforming a local search

around fit elutions. In the ideal case, a strong GA will trike a perfect balan
betw n tho

to aspects.

To this end, th multi-stage algorithm proposed here will tart by focusing on
exploration in an attempt to quickly scan the search space and identify the area
with th highest potential. Gradually, as th se areas are id ntifi d , exploration will
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give way to the classic, more balanced approach. To achiev efficient coverage of the
solution space in the early stages without incurring a very high computational o t
require a type of GA that conv rges quickly. The main a pe t of a genetic algorithm
that determines the peed at which it will converge i the ize of its hromosomc
-

whi h in t urn leads to a maller population size required to maintain diver ity -

with smaller size individuals preferred for fast convergence [11]. In keeping with this
approach, the multi-stage algorithm will tart by running the GAon a coarse v rsion
of the model and , as the error is reduced to a atisfactory degr e, more refinements
can b introduced in subsequ nt stages until the mod l reaches full omplexity. Th
size of th probl m giv n by th dimension of the search pace Gn changes ev ry stage,
with dim( c~oarse) < di m( G~ine) . Es ntially, t he multi-stage algorithm is a collection
of GAs working on models with varying granularities and with accordingly adju t d
parameter .

5.2

Multi-Staging and Relevant Parameters

The best way to r duce granularity and thus the size of the chromosomes is to tak
advantage of the lay r tructure pre ent in the model. Although th re are differen
in the cell valu

across any giv n layer, th se differences are much maller when

compared to the v locity jumps b tween layers. Hence th ideal approach i to
reduce th number of cells per layer while k ping the layer structure intact, with
the n w larger cells holding values that would in actuality be average of their higher
resolution counterparts. The number of cell can then increa c from stage to tage.
The algorithm has four stage , with the models starting out with one velocity
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value per layer in stage 1 and eventually reaching 16 cells by stage 4, as illustrated in
Figure 5.1 on a four-layer model. The blue solid lines identify the division that occurs
after the first stage is complete, the red dotted lines represent the transition to tage 3
and , finally, stage 4 is represented with purple dashed lines. Given the approximations
and averaging that need to occur for t he initial stage models to approximate the travel
t imes for the reference model, it would be unrealistic to expect accurate solutions to
be found so early in the algorithm. Fortunately, the purpose of the early stages
is simply to provide subsequent phases with a better start ing guesses than random
seeding alone would be able to produce.

• stage 4
I •
I •
I •
1

•I
•I
•I

stage 3

•I
•I
I

I

stag~

2

Figure 5.1: Dividing layers into cells across the four stages

Table 5.1 outlines the stages and t heir differing parameters. In the cases where the
chromosomes are of small size, there is no need to maintain the same type of diversity
as in later stages, so t he population size can be reduced. The number of generations
the low granularity GAs need to run for can also be made significantly smaller due
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to their most u eful property: fa t convergence. The actual generation counts were
chosen in uch a way a to result in an overall algorithm with imilar computational
requirements to the classic GA outlined in the previou

ection, in ord r to allow for

a direct comparison of the two. The most omputationally intensive section of both
algorithms i r presented by the ray tracing routine used a th fitn ss evaluation
function. The clas ic GA has a constant population size of 100 and will iterate over
500 g n rations in one run, yielding up to 55 000 calls to the ray tracing routin .
With its varying population and generation aunts, th multi-stage algorithm will
need to p rform a maximum 10 x 50+ 20 x 100 + 40 x 200 + 100 x 300
model evaluation

=

44 000

which is lower than th classic GA in order to make up for th

extra work that needs to be p rformed at each stage transition d

ribed later in thi

section. 1 All other parameters of the individual GA repre ented by ach algorithm
phase are kept the arne as in the cla sic algorithm.

Table 5.1: GA and model parameters across stag
Stage

Cells per layer

1

1

2

4

3
4

16

Population size

Generations

10

50

32

20

100

64

40

200

12

100

300

Chromosome size

Generally sp aking, the tran ition betwe n phases of the algorithm boil down to
1

The number of calls to the ray tracing routines given here are upp r bounds. As a r suit of the
10% eliti m used in both algorithm , om of the individuals will not need to be re-evaluated for
each generation one their fitness has I een computed.
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dividing each existent cell of the model into eith r two or four n w ones that are close
in magnitud . To find the values for the n w cells the best individual at th

nd of

each stage is saved and Gaus ian perturbations are applied to each of it velo itie .
A Gaus ian perturbation is merely another way to refer to the addi tion of a random
number from a narrow Gaussian di tribution to the alr ady exi ting value -

thi i

very similar to the mutation process employ d by the algorithm. The results of th
perturbation will then become th n w valu s for cells r sulting from the divi ion.
A simple illustration of this concept for a c ll being divid d in two is present d in
Figure 5.2. Thi proc ss is r p at d until enough individual have be n created to
populat th fir t g neration of th new algorithm phase. One could argue that taking
only the one best individual from each stage to populate the next could be narrowminded and damaging to the diversity of the models, but analysing the velocitie
of the individual in the last generation of the early pha es how that there i a
tendency for all models to conv rge to imilar values. Pi king more than on fit
individual as a

ed for the next step would thus not offer any major advantage.

Figure 5.2: Cell divi ion between stage
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5 .3

Experimental Results and Analysis

Like the clas i GA, th multi-stage algorithm experiment was performed using the
same reference model over five runs. The b st average error cam in at 26.32 s conds
or 0.345% of the reference mod 1 trav 1 times, which is les than half the be t error
of the cla sic GA of 0.752%. Table 5.2 outlines the evolution of the best errors as the
algorithm progressed through its stage by listing both the starting and the ending
best errors for each stage. Th r ader will notice that th r are slight discrepancies
in the ending error for one phas and the starting error for the next. Thi o cur
because when a new stage is being seeded the Gaus ian perturbation applied to th
previous be t model may result in fitter chromosomes. Thi is not n ce sarily always
the case, and whether or not the new tage will start with a lower error depends
exclusively on th chance that the tocha tic seeding proc s do
positive walk through the search space.

I

verth les

ind ed result in

with an in rease in the numb r

of individuals inherent in the transition to a new stage in th algorithm it i very
likely that a better error will be id ntified within the first generation, uch as was the
case in my experiments.

Table 5.2: Starting and ending best error
Stage

Starting average best error ( e ond )

Ending average b t error (second )

1

201.135

125.21

2

124.76

6.97

3

85.98

60.79

4

59.97

26.32
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If one thinks of each individual stag in the algorithm as a separat GA, the read r
will no doubt notic that stage 4 of the algorithm is in many way identical to th
classic GA, bar a lower number of generations. A very intere ting observation in thi
context is that the tarting error for hi

tage i actually only lightly higher than

the final error of the classic GA, which tands as a testament to th efficiency of th
preceding algorithm phases. In fact it can be said that the best error of the cla sic
algorithm wa n arly matched by a three-stage algorithm with l ss than a third of its
ray tracer calls (44, 000- (300 x 100) = 14, 000).
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Figure 5.3: Colour mapping of velocity error for multi-stage GA

Just like in theca e of the classic GA, Figure 5.3 pres nts a colour mapping of the
differenc

betw n the velocitie in th be t model and the referenc model. Wh n

compared to th same mapping for th cla ic algorithm given in Figure 4.3 the mo t
immediate ob ervation is that the multi- tage algorithm do s a much b tter job in
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matching th velocity variations across individual layers. Wher a the colour map
of the classi G A errors presented many changes in shading aero

the arne layer

(this effect incr a es with depth), th multi-stage GA is much smoother. The b t
model produced by the multi-stage GA also do s a very good job with the top two
layers and the bottom two layer . Despite the warmer colour of the bottom layer,
this is in fact fairly accurate, the warmer shades being the r sult of the fact that
these are high velocities and they will r sult in higher magnitude rrors. Having said
that, one cannot h lp noticing that th colour seem to indicate that this model ha':l
higher errors,

pecially across the middl

ctions. For a bett r look, Figure 5.4

displays the colour mappings of the r ference model along with the best results form
the cla sic and multi-staged algorithm . Although confirming th initial observations
of the multi- tage model doing a bett r job in matching the velocity tructure aero
individual layers and the low errors in the top and bottom layers, the middle of the
model is vi ibly wor e when compared to th classically obtained model. In particular,
it seems like lay r 5 and 6 have been xchanged for each other.
The explanation for this paradox comes from considering th way errors are alculated, in parti ular the penalty incurr d by a model when no path can be found
for a giv n sourc -reflector-receiver tripl t although that path exist in the refer nc
model. According to Snell's Law th re i a direct proportionality relationship b tween th angle of refraction in an w layer and the layer's velo ity [16]. This leads to
the observation that given the very high valu s of the velocities in the bottom layer ,
inaccuraci

h re can lead to ray path b nding o far as to leav the model and not

be able to reach their designated re iver . In turn thi will r ult in many travel
times qual to zero and, when cal ulating the rror, th
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zero values will cau e th
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and multi-stage be t

corresponding travel t imes from th r ference model to be added directly to the total
error valu . A key point is that the e travel time t hat f ed straight into t he error
will come from th r f renee model and as such will be con tants. This means that
there will be range

2

for the velocities in the bottom layer that will always induce

constants into th error function , forcing the algorit hm to focus on improving the fit
of the upper layers where the error function is more sensitive towards slight changes
in values.
A

uch th model produced by the cla sic algorit hm does a fairly poor job on

the bottom layers, and is thus pushed to fo us mor on the upper layers. Becau e
the multi-stage algorithm take advantage of the lay r tructure in its domain decomposition, it will result in much bett r estimates for the bottom layers fairly early
on leading to less p nalties and 1 s constant added to th

rror. Thi significantly

increases the sensitivity of the total error to hanges in the e bottom layer velocitie ,
and the algorithm is able to mor a curately evolve t he

v locitie at the expen

of

the middle layers. Although this might s em disadvantageou , it i worth mentioning
that thi approach if left to run over mor iterations in the last stag

will eventu-

ally start r fining the middle layers once no major improv ments can be made to the
deeper end of the model. The arne cannot b said for t he la sic algorithm.

2

These ranges ar larger than the cha nges t h algorithm is able to bring about in the bottom
layer velociti s through mutation, thus making it improbable that the GA will find better fits for
those particular cells.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Overall, geneti algorithms are a search method very well suited for trav 1 time tomography, mainly b cause of their ability to tackl highly non-lin ar problems. They can
also offer a lot in terms of computational fficiency when compared to other stocha tic
method due to th highly parallel approach of assigning fitn s to individuals -

th

fitness evaluation of each model is independent from the others, offering a situation
where each call to th ray tracing routin can be processed in parallel. Also, there is
a clear eparation between the inner workings of the geneti algorithm itself and th
method employ d to actually comput th error. This mak

GAs highly versatile

plug-and-play techniques with no restrictions plac d on the error function that could
be used, with the exception that it be an obj ctive function whi h would allow th
ranking of results. In addition, as long as a uitable paramet risation can be found ,
there are endl s po ibilities for the choice of model representation. The ones shown
here are merely an example.
The re ult of the two algorithm outlin d in this report ar v ry promising with
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both producing an error significantly smaller than 1% of total travel times. The two
GAs share a lot their parameters, and these were determined to indeed be the mot
suitable through trial and error on mailer cale models. Future work can be done to
improve on the r ult of these experiments. Assigning weights t the high velocity
cells, or any cells that would not b

ontributing to the error fun tion as much as

others, as well as attempting to evolv values for the layers one at time are particularly
promising approaches. Although not dir ctly related to the algorithm per se, chang s
to the actual ray tracing routine -

wh r perhaps the situation wh r no paths can

be found for a triplet can be ignored.
What

t th multi-stage algorithm apart is the way it uses domain knowledge,

in particular its ability to exploit the layered structure of the model. By trying to find
approximate models with fewer parameters during the initial stages, the dimen ions
of the earch pa e are also reduced. Thi technique allow for much quicker initial
convergence, r ulting in models that serv as exc llent gues es for the lat r stages that
increase in complexity. Even though it app ars that this tactic an be detrimental to
the accuracy of ome of its velocity values, this type of algorithm i in fact more robust
than a cla sic algorithm given the type of ray tracing u ed for rror calculation as the
experiments have shown. Perhaps th best t stament to the superiority of the multistage approach lie in the fact that its p rformance in terms of error r du tion is only
slightly higher than its equival nt classic algorithm but for 2 o/c of the computational
cost.
Genetic algorithms are not design d to b extremely accurate, but rather fa t
search method . Id ally, their re ult would b fed into a local
ploying math matically more accurat t chniqu s, such as
43

wton

arch method emmethod. Thes

techniqu s need good starting gue es and GAs are very well uited for this purpo e.
Due to a mor ac urate approximation of the relative velo ity tru ture across layers,
the multi-stag algori thms result recommend it as a b tter choi e in this cont xt.
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